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The Italian Banking Insurance and Finance Federation (FeBAF) was established in 2008 by the Italian Banking Association (ABI) and 

the Italian Insurance Association (ANIA). The Federation, which acts as a forum for the investment and financial industry, currently 

comprises twelve associations operating on the financial markets: ABI, ANIA, Aifi, Assoreti, and Adepp, Aipb, Assofiduciaria, Assofin, 

Assogestioni, Assoimmobiliare, Assoprevidenza and Assosim.  

The Federation, which has offices in Rome and Brussels: 

- is open to collaboration with other business associations; 

- promotes the role of the banking, insurance and financial industry in harmony with Italy's general interests;  

- represents the positions of member associations on economic and social policies in relations with political and monetary 

authorities and trade associations and towards public opinion; 

- protects business logic and spreads a culture of competitiveness, by promoting transparency and service to consumers and 

savers in the banking, insurance and financial industries. 

To learn more about us: www.febaf.it and @febaf. More about us through our newsletter Lettera f. 
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Introduction 

2019 is at the gates and Europe is at a cross-road. Amid old and new uncertainties and threats, 

the next European legislature and Parliament will take shape and get started. With what goals and 

mandates? With what visions, tools and socio-political environment? 

The answers depend mainly on the state of the art of the current EU debate, and on the 

implementation of measures such as the ones included in this position paper.  

The Italian Banking Insurance and Finance Federation, along with its twelve member associations, 

recaps the main EU issues related to the European and Italian economy and financial industry. 

Banks, insurance companies, financial markets, pension funds, real estate and investment funds, 

advisors and stock brokers, and all components of our financial community are deeply involved in 

the real economy context. They intend to enhance their contribution to sustainable growth, both 

companies and families. Thus, an adequate legislative and regulatory framework is necessary and 

the business community represented by our Federation lists a series of shared priorities to be 

approved by the EU Parliament and implemented.   

This legislature has accomplished a challenging mandate. Together with the EU institutions, the 

Parliament has tackled the aftermaths of the crisis and has handled the regulatory burden that 

had immediately followed during the past legislature.  It’s been a hard job, but someone had to 

do it. Under a legislative perspective, the 2014-2019 period has been hard-working and useful. 

However, there are still six months left, and a significant part of a comprehensive assessment 

relies on how measures will be finalized, approved, and implemented.  

There is a wider frame, that urges to strengthen fiscal capacity, fix the Euro, complete the Banking 

Union, advance the Capital Market Union, extend the Investment Plan both in terms of resources 

and geographic scope particularly towards our near abroad, the Euro-Mediterranean and Eastern 

Europe, reform Schengen and Dublin, etc.  

There are more specific areas, where this paper focuses the attention today. This is the case, in 

particular, of the “Risk Reduction Package” for banks, of the debate on sustainable finance and 

the “green supporting factor”,  and the review of the European prudential supervision regime for 

the insurance sector Solvency II: their final approval is opportune, with a view to  providing an 

adequate regulatory environment for investing into the real economy at the European level in the 

long-term. Investment is needed to expand production capacity and potential output, increase 

jobs and the quality of life, modernize the industrial structure, bolster infrastructure, tangible 

and intangible, physical network and social, to protect the environment and fight social exclusion. 
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However, investment requires finance, i.e. a healthy robust and advanced financial sector. 

Investment without sound financing is nothing more than an empty promise and a waste of 

resources. The financial sector must play its unique role: raise and channel savings, make them 

safe and profitable, ensure the quality and sustainability of investment, link the needs and 

interests of savers and investors, tax-payers and beneficiaries of public subsidies, bridge supply 

and demand, the present and the future. That is why an enabling regulatory framework is needed.  

Measures such as the banking package and the Solvency II revision are necessary steps to be taken, 

also considering a more general approach. In projecting the current outlook, the national, 

European and global dimensions appear inextricably intertwined, and yet not necessarily 

converging. The worlds of private initiative and public policy, financial intermediation and the 

real economy, social cohesion and competitiveness are facing distinct challenges of modernization 

and pressures to change.  

2019 – the year of the European elections - will provide a historic opportunity for taking stock of 

what we have achieved or failed, and what we have learned in the process.   

We are in Italy and homework starts at home: the “revolution” in the Italian financial sector, 

which started in the 1990s and has recently accelerated, must go on, aimed at strengthening open, 

profitable, competitive, advanced and innovative financial intermediaries and markets, promoting 

alternative sources of funding, channeling savings towards innovation, long-term assets and the 

modernization of the real economy. We hope that the political processes will contribute to 

creating an environment that strengthens our efforts. We intend to continue to serve our 

companies and families with the highest commitment.   
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1. Supporting growth and competitiveness 

 

Boosting investment in real economy 

The weak infrastructure investment in Europe has been largely attributed to a decline in 

investment activities by governments (primarily regional or local authorities). Fiscal constraints, 

regulatory or political instability and investment decisions driven by political choices have been 

identified as the main challenges to infrastructure investment.  

Although the investment recovery in Europe continues to strengthen and become more broad-

based, across countries, sectors and asset classes - according to EIB estimates since the recovery 

began in 2013, the growth rate of investment in the EU has reached an average of 3.2%, clearly 

exceeding the 1995-2005 average of 2.75%, the rate of corporate investment, in particular, has 

recovered to pre-crisis levels, led by investment in machinery and equipment and intellectual 

property – it is still essential to further stimulate private sector investment, especially in 

sustainable and social infrastructure, innovation and skills.  

There is still a need to improve the business environment. Indeed, a majority of European firms 

consider business and labour market regulations to be a barrier to investment, while uncertainty 

remains one of the foremost hurdles. A more open and flexible market would improve the 

efficiency of resource allocation, encourage innovation and investment in intangibles, and help 

firms cope with uncertainty. Moreover, the lack of a strong pipeline of sustainable infrastructure 

projects is a recurring concern for investors. The capacity to develop and implement projects 

varies widely across the EU and between sectors. Therefore, technical assistance is key to further 

support the development of sustainable infrastructure projects in the EU and to scale up small 

and scattered projects.  

Investment Plan for Europe (so-called Juncker Plan) has delivered good results in favour of the 

real economy and FeBAF welcomes the InvestEU Programme proposal. InvestEU brings together 

the multitude of EU financial instruments currently available and expands the successful model of 

the Investment Plan for Europe, supporting four different policy areas and focusing on where the 

EU can add the most value by providing a budget guarantee to attract private investment. InvestEU 

aims to boost investment, innovation and job creation, triggering an estimated €650 billion in 

additional investment. 
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Capital Markets Union (CMU)  

The Capital Markets Union (CMU) has a relevant role to play within the wider process of relaunching 

investments through the stimulus of growth and innovation of enterprises, the removal of 

regulatory barriers, the strengthening of complementary financing channels and of bank financing 

instruments, the focus on both infrastructure and sustainable finance investments. Furthermore, 

the CMU contributes to the consolidation of the capitalization structure of enterprises, and to the 

stabilization, diversification and robustness of the whole financial industry. 

Among the many initiatives adopted by the European Commission, we underline the following: the 

revision of calibrations within Solvency II for insurance company investments in infrastructure; the 

revision of the capital requirements directives for banks (CRR and CRDIV) which should be 

completed during the European Council meeting in mid-December; the revamping of the 

securitization market through the creation of a European securitization market composed of 

simple, transparent and standardized securitization instruments (STS); the removal of national 

barriers in cross-border EU investments; the strengthening of convergence in terms of supervision 

and capacity development of capital markets; the legislative proposal on pan-European pension 

products (PEPP); the changes to the legislation concerning EuVECA and EuSEF and the launch of a 

pan-European program (VentureEU) for innovative start-ups; the Action Plan on financing 

sustainable growth and on financial technology (Fintech), and the proposals on a regulation on 

crowdfunding and on covered bonds. In addition, the proposals by the European Commission on 

how to accelerate the reduction of non-performing loans (NPLs) have had a significant effect on 

the Italian banking sector, in parallel with the proposals put forward by the ECB on the same issue. 

Many of these actions have witnessed the Italian Banking, Insurance and Finance Federation 

(FeBAF) as an active interlocutor of both the European Commission and the European Parliament, 

through specific contributions and actions. 

Considering the data provided by the most recent mid-term review of the capital markets union 

Action Plan (June 2017), 20 of the 33 actions previewed have already been completed. Most 

importantly, the Plan has been revised and updated in order to take the impact of Brexit into 

account. We share the Commission’s efforts to create more integrated capital markets in Europe 

by 2019. However, we must note that greater determination at EU level should be put forward in 

order to push common initiatives in the areas of taxation (CCCTB), harmonization of insolvency 

regimes, proportionality (particularly in reporting standards) and for the review of the EU 

supervisory agencies. 
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The role of Institutional Investors 

Re-launching investment, especially long-term investments, should lie on effective interventions 

of institutional investors in the real economy. European enterprises depend mainly on banking 

financing (with SMEs receiving more than 75% of their external finance from bank loans) but 

infrastructure investments and business growth could rely effectively on other sources of capital. 

Institutional investors, in particular life insurance companies and pension funds, are natural long-

term investors.  

Capital Markets Union intend to foster institutional investors’ engagement in financing the real 

economy. The Action Plan addressed a series of issues that affect the appetite of institutional 

investors to invest in specific asset classes.  

FeBAF works together with pension funds, insurers, private equity and private debt operators, 

venture capitalist, and all other stakeholders, to identify a common strategy to foster finance for 

growth, support enterprises in their growth processes and their ability to raise capital on markets.  

In Italy, legislative initiatives of the past years moved steps in the right direction. To be truly 

effective they must be part of an overarching strategy aiming at fostering both the extent and the 

quality growth of the financial and the entrepreneurial sectors of our country. 

Small and Medium-sized Enterprises 

According to European Commission estimates, there are 23.8 million enterprises in the EU that 

employed 93 million people in 2016, and which accounted for 67% of total private-sector 

employment and generated 57% of value added in the EU-28 non-financial business sector. About 

85% of newly created jobs in the EU are accounted for by SMEs, which represent two different 

categories of companies. However, obtaining financing in the form of debt or equity can still be a 

hurdle for company creation and its growth and scale-up, in particular in Member States with less 

developed financial markets. European SMEs rely heavily on debt finance in the form of bank 

overdrafts, bank loans or leasing. Market-based instruments (e.g. equity) are only considered 

relevant by 12% of SMEs although in many cases equity (risk-capital) is more suitable, as small 

companies often lack collateral or have irregular cash-flows (equity does not impose specific 

repayment schedule, and hence can be less of a burden during times of economic stress). Providing 

more diversified sources of funding is necessary for increasing the ability of SMEs to withstand 

economic downturns and for making the financial system more resilient during economic shocks. 

This is a key objective pursuit under the Capital Markets Union.  

In 2015 FeBAF created a domestic task force on credit guarantee schemes (CGSs). This task force 

includes the associations that adhere to the Federation, but it also lists banks, insurance 
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companies, funds, policy makers and regulators. The Group has been working to improve small 

companies’ access to credit and enhance their financial structure. To be competitive and to 

relaunch their growth, small companies need policy tools able to mitigate the risk of their 

financing. Italy has an instrument that has been working and succeeding: the Fondo Centrale di 

Garanzia (FCG) which involves the banking sector and is managed by the Ministry of Economic 

Development. FeBAF and its associates have made proposals to extend both the constraints of its 

intervention from the current €2.5 million, and its implementation to medium sized companies. 

The rationale behind the Italian Fund reflects the one of the InvestEU Fund, and its policy window 

on small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs): the need for risk mitigation schemes aimed to 

reduce the level of risk by absorbing a portion of the lender’s losses on loans in case of default. 

At European level, we appreciate the efforts by the European Parliament to extend the scope of 

the SME Supporting Factor from its current €1,5 million threshold to the proposed 2,5 million 

benchmark. Our position is clear: Italy and EU have to boost investments, and in the current budget 

and regulatory constraints a wide and well-stocked tool kit is necessary. In the framework of the 

Capital Markets Union a stable PPP (Private Public Partnership) is needed to tackle market’s 

failures on a sustainable growth path.   

 

Sustainable Finance and Disaster Risk reduction 

As part of the CMU, the European Commission has set its strategy for a financial system that 

supports the EU’s climate and sustainable development agenda with the release of its Action Plan 

on Financing Sustainable Growth in March 2018 and more recently with the May 2018 Package of 

measures. With euro 180 billion needed by Europe in extra yearly investment over the next decade 

to meet the Paris target, public money will not be enough, and the EC has proposed new measures 

to reorient private capital flows towards sustainable investments, including resilient critical 

infrastructure, manage financial risks stemming from climate change, and foster transparency and 

predictability. 

FeBAF and its associate members – supporters of PRI and PSI, signatory of the Paris Pledge for 

action, with its release of the Charter of Sustainable and Responsible Investment of Italian Finance 

since 2012 -  fully support the EC initiative and follows it closely, believing that finance can make 

the difference, provided that the new measures are properly and proportionately designed, and 

is ready to play its full part in reaching the EU’s climate and energy goals. Sustainable finance is 

at the core of many FeBAF initiatives, lastly with the 5 October Workshop dedicated to 

Developments in Italy and Germany of the Financial Market Instruments for Sustainable Finance. 
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As member of ARISE, the Private Sector Partnership on Disaster Risk Reduction with United Nations 

Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR) since 2014, FeBAF is committed to raise awareness 

with respect to Disaster Risks, aiming at the implementation of projects and activities to achieve 

the targets of the Sendai Framework in particular within its main field of activity – private financial 

sector. FeBAF recent activity in this respect aims at raising the  importance of integrating disaster 

risk reduction and climate impacts into the on-going developments in sustainable finance and the 

Capital Markets Union, also by organizing international events in collaboration with UNISDR, as the  

February 2018 conference in the European Parliament  “Resilience to Disasters, Capital Markets 

Union and Sustainable Finance: Protecting Citizens, European Growth and Jobs”, and the opening 

plenary session within the  2018 European Forum for Disaster Risk Reduction (EFDRR), 21-23 

November 2018 in Rome, titled “Making the economic case for disaster risk reduction and 

sustainable financing”. 

The development of European and neighborhood relations  

The development of bilateral relations at European and international level is a FeBAF’s strategic 

objective. It allows cultivating relations with subjects and institutions that are an expression, in 

their national realities, of significant economic interests, and which contribute, each in its own 

specificity, to the formation of European sector policies. The Financial Services Dialogues that 

FeBAF has been pursuing with its counterparts since 2014, particularly in France, Germany and 

Great Britain, represent an important exercise for the development of convergent economic policy 

positions and at the same time for the enhancement of the specificities of financial services at 

national level.  

FeBAF is committed to strengthening the dialogue and revitalization of economic and financial 

integration with the countries of South East Europe and with those of the southern shores of the 

Mediterranean. This dialogue is part of the broader program of collaboration and partnership with 

the Western Balkans and the Euro-Mediterranean countries initiated by the Commission and the 

European Parliament, also with reference to the opportunities offered by the enlargement of the 

Juncker Plan, which will have a follow-up to third countries with the strengthened InvestEU 

program. In these areas, our country and the financial community represented by FeBAF can take 

a leading position, not only on the development of economic-financial relationships of mutual 

benefit, but also in contributing to making the 'country system' assuming an active political role 

and leadership in European neighborhood and international cooperation policies. Concrete 

examples of this strategy are represented by the Trieste Eastern Europe Investment Forum, this 

year at its third edition, and by the Euro Mediterranean Forum under preparation by spring 2019.  
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2. Risk Reduction Package  

Theme 

On 23 November 2016, the European Commission presented a package of banking regulation, which 

amends among others the Regulation 575/2013 (CRR), the Directive 2013/36/UE (CRDIV) and the 

Directive 59/2014 (BRRD), to reduce financial institutions’ leverage and strengthen their stable 

funding and trading book capital requirements.  

On May 25, the Council approved its general approach, which constitutes the Council's starting 

position in the Trilogue discussions. 

On June 19, the ECON Commission of the European Parliament approved its position, obtaining 

the mandate of Parliament to initiate discussions in Trilogue. 

Significant aspects  

More specifically, the proposed rules aim to introduce  

 more risk-sensitive capital requirements for market risk, counterparty credit risk, and 

exposures to central counterparties (CCPs); 

 methodologies to reflect more precisely the risks to which banks are exposed; 

 a binding Leverage Ratio to prevent excessive leverage; 

 a binding Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR) to curb excessive reliance on short-term 

wholesale funding and reduce long-term funding risk; 

 a requirement for Global Systemically Important Institutions (G-SIIs) to hold minimum 

capital levels and other instruments to bear the losses in the event of bank’s resolution. 

This requirement, known as 'Total Loss-Absorbing Capacity' or TLAC, will be then integrated 

into the existing MREL (Minimum Requirement for own funds and Eligible Liabilities) 

requirement, which applies to all banks. 
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Our position  

With reference to the revision of CRR and CRDIV, many of the improvements proposed by ABI have 

been approved by the Ecofin in its meeting of December 4, namely:  

 Article 501 – ("Adjustment to SME exposures"). It confirms and expands the functioning of 

the "discount factor for SMEs", raising the amount of funding for eligible SMEs (RW = 76%) to 

2,5-million-euro threshold (today 1.5 million euro). Furthermore, in line with the proposal 

of the European Commission and the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, the excess 

of the above-mentioned threshold is also subject to a better calibrated prudential regime 

(RW = 85%); 

 Article 501A – (“Infrastructure Supporting Factor”). It introduces a more correct calibration 

of capital absorption for infrastructure projects financed via specialised lending and 

compliant with several operational/financial conditions; 

 Article 500 - (new “Requirements specific to OWN-LGD estimates”). It introduces a more 

correct calculation of the Loss Given Default - LGD in the case of massive disposals of 

deteriorated exposures, by allowing banks, in accordance to their competent supervisory 

authorities, to correct their estimation of LGD. This rule applies to disposals implemented 

between November 2016 and 3 years after the entry onto force of the new regulation. To 

be eligible for the LGD offset, the “massive” disposal should concern at least 20% of the 

NPEs’ portfolio;  

 Article 123 - ("Retail Exposures"-salary/Pension secured loans). It introduces a risk weight 

of 35% (instead of the current 75%) for the loans guaranteed by the sale of a salary or pension 

share; 

 Article 36 – ("Exclusion of software from intangible asset"). It makes possible not to deduct 

from the capital amount the investments made in certain categories of software, whose 

definition is mandate to the EBA; 

 Article 428 – (“NSFR”). Contrary to the original proposal by the European Commission and 

the General Approach voted by the Council, the new rule introduces a more correct 

regime for Repo and Reverse Repo guaranteed by assets with high liquidity standards (such 

as Level 1 assets), avoiding the regulatory asymmetry foreseen in the Basel committee 

standard. Moreover, small and non-complex institutions may choose to switch to a 

simplified NSFR which trades less reporting for higher liquidity requirements; 
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 Article 471 – (“Danish Compromise”): postpones from 2018 to 2024 the possibility granted to 

non-conglomerates financial institutions to avoid the deduction from regulatory capital of their 

shares in insurance undertakings; 

 Various articles – (“Proportionality for Small and non-complex institutions”): the revised CRR 

and CRD allow smaller banks with Total Assets below 5 billion to reduce their requirements on 

reporting and disclosure. 

With reference to BRRD, the focus is the MREL calibration, since the Council’s general approach took 

a stricter position compared to the original Commission’s proposal. In particular, the Ecofin, in its 

December 4 meeting, agreed on: 

 The introduction of the new category of “top tier banks” (banks with total assets > 100bn) to 

whom is required a MREL requirement similar to that of G-SIIs (specifically, 13.5% of RWA /5% 

of the Leverage Ratio); 

 The introduction of a MREL Pillar 1 subordination requirement equal to the higher of 8% TLOF 

or the prudential formula (2x Pillar1 + 2x Pillar 2 + combined buffers), which can be increased 

or reduced on the basis of the resolution authority's assessments; 

 The entry into force of these requirements by 2022 for G-SIIs (fully-loaded requirement), and 

for Top tier banks; the entry into force by 2024 (with a mid-term progress assessment to be 

ran in 2022) for all other banks. 

 

Residential mortgages 

The Italian Banking Association has so far underlined the need to introduce in the European framework 

a more correct calibration for exposures secured by residential immovable properties, as per taking 

into account the lower riskiness of these exposures. 

 

In this field, it is worth noting that even the European Commission, in its preliminary assessment on 

the STS securitisation regulation, underlined how, notwithstanding the peak of the financial crisis, 

assets backed by residential mortgages suffered very low defaults in Europe (0,2%), against 62% and 

46% witnessed in the US, for prime and subprime respectively. 

 

The Basel Committe – BCBS has recently shared the same view, by introducing in the new credit risk 

framework for the standardised approach (December 2017), a new mechanism according to which the 

lower is the Loan To value of the property, the lower is the Risk Weight. 
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In light of the above, it appears clear how the current European Regulation on Capital requirements 

penalises Europan citizens and European banks through the application of a flat Risk Weight (35%) 

without any consideration of the value of the property used as collateral. 

 

Therefore, the Italian Banking Association requests the introduction of a lower Risk Weight (below the 

current 35%) if the Loan To Value ratio is lower than a certain threshold (i.e. 60%). To guarantee a 

correct risk-sensitivity, the Risk Weight should increase for Loan to Values higher than the above-

mentioned threshold. 
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3. Minimum Loss Coverage for Non-performing Exposures  

Theme 

On 14 March 2018, the European Commission published a package of measures aimed at: 

 Ensuring that banks set a prudential backstop to cover the losses incurred or expected on 

newly originated loans and other credit facilities once they turn non-performing; 

 Encouraging the development of an NPLs’ secondary market; 

 Speeding debt recovery process through extrajudicial procedures for the collection of 

collateral; 

 Assisting Member States with non-binding guidelines (blueprint) for the establishment of a 

centralised Asset Management Company (AMC) for deteriorated credits. 

Significant aspects 

Here we focus on prudential backstop for NPEs, which are defined by the Regulation proposal as 

loans, debt securities or off-balance-sheet items not held for trading purposes that are more than 

90 days past-due or unlikely to be repaid in full without selling the collateral guaranteeing the 

exposure. 

Nowadays, there are no European common minimum coverage rules on incurred or expected losses 

for NPEs. The so-called provisioning approaches are treated either by accounting principles or by 

competent supervisory authorities that can require to banks adjustments to their own funds’ 

calculation on a case-by-case basis (Pillar 2 procedures).  

The proposal aims at introducing:   

 a progressive minimum coverage requirement (Pillar 1 measure) for losses incurred and/or 

expected on newly originated loans as soon as they become non-performing. This would 

apply to either secured and unsecured exposures, with the difference that for secured 

exposures the minimum coverage requirement must be fully in place within 7 years 

meanwhile for unsecured exposures it must be fully in place within 2 years;  

 a deduction of the difference between the level of the actual coverage and the minimum 

coverage from Common Equity Tier (CET1) whenever the minimum coverage requirement 

is not met. 
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  Our position 

To this regard, ABI outlines the need to make some improvements, as follows: 

 to exclude from the scope of the proposed regulation: i) the mere renewal of short-term credit 

lines; ii) the exposures subject to forbearance measures; iii) the credit facilities which may be 

cancelled unconditionally at any time and without notice;  

 to exclude from the scope of the proposed regulation banks and financial institutions which have 

a clear focus on NPL purchasing and workout;   

 to treat the RWAs on defaulted assets similarly to the shortfall and other capital deductions, so 

that they can fulfil the provisioning requirements to avoid having exposures whose coverage is 

more than 100%;  

 to consider as eligible collateral for prudential backstop purpose all immovable properties (e.g. 

leased assets);  

 to consider for the calibration of the minimum coverage requirement the specificities of 

different jurisdiction namely lengths of judicial proceedings for debt recovery; 

 to calculate the NPE vintage from the contract termination or the starting of legal recovery 

procedure instead of the moment the exposure is classified as non-performing; 

 to reduce the minimum level of provisioning set for secured exposures;  

 to introduce a more preferential treatment for unlikely-to-pay exposures lowering its coverage 

from 80% to 60%;   

 to allow banks and financial institutions to reclassify a past due exposure as unlikely to pay (UTP) 

once the obligor has returned to regular payment for the purposes of requirement calibration; 

 to calculate the provisioning requirement for off-balance sheet exposures in term of RWAs value 

instead of nominal value; 

  to include partial write-off among the items eligible for compliance with the minimum coverage 

requirements; 

 to apply prudential backstop for secured exposures within 3 years instead of 2;  

 to allow NCAs to waive the 90 days past due time limit for some exposures, namely: i) those 

secured by residential property; ii) SMEs commercial immovable property in the retail class; iii) 

exposure to public entities; 

 to give banks adequate time to comply with the new regulation. 
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Next steps  

The Report of the European Parliament was approved on December 6. ABI will continue to promote 

the above proposed improvements, in the forthcoming Trialogue phase.  
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4.  Sustainable Finance 

Theme 

On March 8, 2018, the European Commission published the Action Plan on Financing the 

Sustainable Growth. The document follows the Paris agreement of December 2015, on the 

implementation of measures to reduce carbon emissions to stem climate change. The aim is to 

redirect public and private investments towards the sustainable economy (environmental and 

social) in order to transform the European economic system through research and optimization in 

the use of available resources. 

Significant Aspects 

The definition of what is "green" or "sustainable" will affect the future movement of capital for 

investments. The size of the investments that should be earmarked for the implementation of 

sustainable assets is estimated at no less than € 180 billion annually to achieve the CO2 reduction 

targets set for 2030. 

The European Commission is preparing, through a specifically established “technical expert group 

on the sustainable finance”, the taxonomic classification of the system of sustainable activities. 

The Group of Experts is working on: 

 implementation of the taxonomy by 1Q '19; 

 preparation of a report on green bonds 2Q '19; 

 additional content of the prospectuses for the issue of green bonds. 

In the meanwhile, the Commission will verify the feasibility of an “EU Ecolabel” for the circulation 

of financial products and will progress with the modification of MIFID II based on the impact 

assessment.  The Commission will also invite ESMA to include the principles of sustainability in the 

adequacy guidelines the delegated acts on "developing sustainability benchmarks". 

The Commission will enhance the regulation for rating agencies to integrate sustainability factors 

into credit analysis. 

The Commission will also explore the possibility of including risks associated to environmental and 

climate factors in the risk management policies and in the calibration of Banks’ Capital 

Requirements as part of the CRR / CRRD IV.  
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As part of the ongoing review of the CRR and following the example of the SME Supporting Factor¸ 

EU Parliament proposes to introduce a specific prudential treatment for the financing of "green" 

activities, with the aim of encouraging investments in renewable energy and increase the 

decarbonization of banks' balance sheets. 

The proposal would introduce a reduction in bank own funds capital requirements for financing 

these activities.  

Our position 

ABI supports the ongoing implementation on the sustainability of investments and the creation of 

green financial instruments and considers important to introduce a criterion of rewarding the 

financial loans or credits as a strategical factor that would stimulate private investments in 

sustainable assets. 

The proposed amendments to the CRR (Art.501aa) duly linked to the outcome of the taxonomy 

provide for the introduction of the: i) green supporting factor (GSF) and ii) environmental climate 

change (ECC) supporting factor, would create incentives to rise investments in the energy 

transition and lead to a decarbonization of bank balance sheets. According to this objective, this 

proposal aims at introducing a Support Factor for Green asset exposures, following the same 

rationale of the Commission proposal on physical structures or facilities, systems and networks 

that provide or support essential public services.  

 

Moreover AIFI, while welcoming the Action Plan on Financing the Sustainable Growth published by 

the European Commission, believing that it is extremely important that the ESG factors and 

sustainability becomes integral part of investment principles, and that  private equity and venture 

capital are by their strict nature already closely linked to sustainable finance and development, 

call for legislators to consider the distinction between: i) financial products /funds open and 

closed; ii) listed and non listed products; iii) retail and institutional products/mandates. In 

particular, a “one-size-fits-all” type of approach (i.e. the elaboration of a single model) 

excessively prescriptive and/or detailed would not appropriately reflect varieties of different 

market actors. On the contrary, a flexible implementation is desirable, that takes into account 

the differences among different financial sectors. Concerning information/disclosure 

requirements, it will be important the use of a proportionate approach, taking into account the 

different dimensions of companies, their internal organization and nature, the scope and 

complexity of their activities. 
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Next steps 

During the ongoing Trilogue negotiation, the above proposed improvements will continue to be 

promoted before the involved legislators and Institutions.  
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5. European Supervisory Authorities’ review (ESAs) 

Theme 

The 2010 regulations founding the three European Supervisory Authorities / ESAs (EBA, ESMA and 

EIOPA), which started operating in January 2011, provide their review every three years, starting 

from 2014.   

In this context, the European Commission published on 20 September 2017 a proposal for a 

regulation on the revision of the ESAs, following a previous consultation.  

Relevant aspects 

The Commission’s proposal aims at reforming the structure of supervisory authorities, centralizing 

certain functions and strengthening coordination with national authorities, in particular to develop 

a European capital market. The proposal, in fact, identifies areas in which the effectiveness and 

efficiency of ESAs can be strengthened. The main aspects concern: 

 

1) a strengthening of tasks and powers, with particular regard to ESMA; 

2) a change in governance, with the introduction of an Executive Board, composed of 

independent personalities; 

3) special attention to the supervision of technological innovation and the promotion of 

sustainable finance; 

4) a modification in financing, with a direct contribution, at least in part, from companies. 

    Our position 

In particular, ANIA supports to: 

 Maintain the present structure of the Supervisory Authorities, with EIOPA as independent 

authority, responsible for both the prudential supervision and the supervision on the 

fairness and transparency of the conduct of business of insurance companies. 

 Confirm that ESAs should focus on their main mission: (i) provide advice/support to 

regulators to render regulation adequate to insurance, (ii) verify that the current 

regulation is applied in a convergent and harmonized way in the various European Union 

Member States. 

 Maintain part of the funding on the EU budget (European Commission), to support the 

supervisor’s responsibility towards the European institutions. 
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Next steps 

The proposal for a regulation is under discussion in the European Parliament and the Council 

according to the co-decision procedure. Once adopted, the regulation will enter into force 20 days 

after publication in the Official Journal of the European Union and will become directly applicable 

after two years of its approval. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Bridging gaps in governance and accountability. 

 Strengthen the powers of EIOPA with reference to the convergent and consistent 

application of Community law in cross-border activity. 

Moreover, AIFI expressed its concern since the adoption of the proposal could impact some 

investment vehicles, such as Eltif and Euveca, by providing additional supervision from the 

European authorities. Moreover, an additional role for ESMA within the authorization process 

could result in duplication of fees and charges for players. 
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6. Pan-European Personal Pension Products (PEPPs) 

  
Theme 
 
On the 29th of June 2017, the European Commission published the proposal for a regulation on 

Pan-European individual pension products (PEPPs), which aims, on the one hand, to render 

available for pension providers the tools to propose a voluntary, simple and innovative retirement 

product and, on the other hand, to offer savers greater choices and more competitive products. 

Relevant aspects 

PEPPs will be characterized by the same standard elements wherever they are sold in the EU and 

can be offered by banks, insurance companies, corporate or professional pension funds, 

investment firms and asset managers. They integrate national state, occupational and 

professional, and individual pensions, but do not replace or harmonize national individual pension 

schemes. 

The enacting terms stipulate, inter alia that: (i) PEPPs are authorized by the European Insurance 

and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA) but are supervised by national supervisors; (ii) Pre-

contractual information is introduced through an ad hoc information document (PEPP KID); (iii) 

there is a default option that involves the return of the invested capital which will be subject to 

low or inexistent obligations to verify adequacy, and a limited number of alternative options (up 

to four others) at the customer's choice; (iv) every five years, savers will have the right to change 

the supplier at a national or cross-border level at a limited cost; (v) there are several options for 

payments at the end of the product's life, including the annuity, and the possibility of including 

biometric risk coverage. 

Along with the proposal for a Regulation, the Commission presents a recommendation calling on 

Member States, in order to ensure the take-off of PEPPs, asking to grant to these products the 

same tax treatment applied to similar existing national products. 
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Our position 

EU Member States are facing an unprecedented demographic transformation, characterized by a 

strong decline in births, due to the great global demographic trends, affecting our country as 

well, resulting in a decline in fertility and an increase in longevity, with a higher incidence, in 

perspective, of older age groups. In this context, the Commission proposal could be a means of 

increasing both the percentage of people with a private pension and the funding for long-term 

investments. 

At the same time, the proposal presents several uncertainties and concerns, including: 

1. the intention to impose a unitary pension product model on a very differentiated substrate 

in terms of social security, labor and tax rules, questioning what will be its effectiveness; 

2. the possibility for various financial operators to create and distribute PEPPs in compliance 

with sectoral legislation. This may create different levels of consumer protection 

depending on the service provider. Financial institutions that offer genuine pension 

products should be subject to the “same risks, same rules” principle; 

3. The enacting terms stipulate for PEPP to have a standard option that guarantees capital 

protection on the basis of a risk mitigation technique that will allow a safe investment 

strategy to be specified by a subsequent delegated act. In this respect, we would like to 

have further clarifications, recalling that many of the providers are not able, by definition, 

to provide for an unconditional guarantee that would entail corresponding capital 

requirements. The level of guarantees, their associated risks and the rules applicable to 

them must be crystal clear to fosters’ trust in the PEPP; 

4. The “sectors” system is rather complex. The obligation, after three years, to offer national 

sectors to all Member States seems very expensive.  In fact, the need to ‘follow’ and 

continue to manage the position of the subscriber in any country of the Union he moves to 

could entail the need for a home site or in any case to adapt to any local rule, with the 

likely result that the product shall only be supplied by the major operators; 

5. For the PEPP to qualify as a real pension product, proper consideration must be given to 

the decumulation phase. Among the different form of out payments, according to insurers, 

the coverage against longevity risks (through life-long annuity) should therefore be 

consistently promoted, in line with national practices;  

6. Introducing a general cap on costs and fees would be detrimental in terms of consumer 

protection and pension outcomes. It would also limit competition on the market. 
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The next steps 

The proposal for a regulation is under discussion in the European Parliament and the Council in 

accordance with the co-decision procedure. Trilogues have started late October aiming at a 

common position.  Once adopted, the Regulation will enter into force 20 days after its publication 

in the Official Journal of the European Union and will become directly applicable in the Member 

States after two years of its adoption. 
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7. The review of Solvency II  

Theme 

Solvency II, the new European prudential supervision regime for the insurance sector, entered into 

force in all EU countries on 1 January 2016. 

The Solvency II Directive provides for a series of periodic audits and reviews of the functioning of 

the system, the first of which, concerning the Standard Formula for calculating the Solvency 

Capital Requirement (SCR), is to be conducted by 2018, while the second, more comprehensive, 

by 2020. 

Significant aspects 

The review of Solvency II in 2018-2020 is very important because it aims at examining a 

fundamental aspect of the first pillar of the system, that of capital requirements. Particular focus 

is placed on the calibration of the shocks used to determine capital requirements for the individual 

risk modules that comprise the SCR. It is entirely clear that such calibration results in the level of 

capital required to conduct insurance activity. 

From this standpoint, the themes of greatest importance for the Italian insurance industry are: 

a) the treatment of investments in government bonds; 

b) any smoothing techniques for reducing volatility; 

c) the declination of the proportionality principle; 

d) the treatment of deferred taxes; 

e) the calibration of long-term investments. 

Our position 

 At present, the Solvency II rules do not establish capital requirements for spread risk and 

concentration risk with regard to government bond exposures. The Italian insurance 

industry hopes that this situation is not changed with the 2018-2020 Review. 

 The adoption of market-consistent measurement criteria has the effect of exposing the 

financial statements of insurance companies to more volatility than in the past. During the 

review, it would be appropriate to assess the possible introduction of new smoothing 

factors (applicable to technical reserves or capital requirements) capable of containing 

the impact of volatility on insurers’ solvency positions. In particular, with reference to the 

Volatility Adjustment, already in the 2018 Review the introduction of a series of  
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  integrations to the delegated acts is deemed to be crucial to guarantee in the short term 

a more punctual functioning of the Solvency II framework during stressed periods of 

liquidity. Nonetheless this cannot be considered an exhaustive intervention for the 

resolution of criticalities concerning the Long Term Guarantees measures, which will have 

to be adequately treated during the 2020 re-examination. 

 The Directive introduced new activities and new control requirements that, as mentioned, 

in certain areas will be implemented according to the proportionality principle, that is by 

providing graduated interventions based on the “nature, scope and complexity of the risks 

inherent in business activities”. However, despite its evident relevance, there seems to 

be no clear and concrete declination of this principle in the implementation of the 

individual regulatory provisions in European and national legislations. In certain cases, 

there seems to be a dubious interpretation of which could be the solutions of a 

proportional application. It is therefore essential to understand what are possible criteria 

and guidelines for the application of the principle. ANIA - through a specific Working Group 

and availing itself of the collaboration of a consultancy company - has produced, and 

subsequently discussed both with the supervisory authority and with the other European 

associations, a position paper containing its own proposal of methodological approach and 

concrete proposals for the application of the principle. Also, thanks to this work, IVASS 

has addressed the issue of proportionality in the context of the introduction of a new 

regulation on governance (July 2018); the authority has drawn up a classification (based 

essentially on dimensional criteria), introducing in a second moment for each dimensional 

class a specific governance model to be adopted. 

 

 Differed tax credits at present are considered part of own funds (tier 3) in Solvency II – as 

such they are elements that can absorb losses. EIOPA nevertheless launched a study to 

comprehend differences in the calculation of these credits, with the aim of harmonizing 

calculation methods. We consider it inappropriate to think in these terms and that this 

could lead to inequalities in terms of loss absorption capacity, due to the different 

legislative contexts and tax regimes in which companies operate. 

 

 For some types of assets, capital requirements increase significantly as the duration of the 

investment rises. It is proposed that the calibration be revised so as not to discourage 

long-term investments. Particular attention should be paid to asset types such as 

investments in infrastructures, securitization and unrated debt securities, able to act as a  
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stimulus for the growth of the real economy and as a source of diversification and return 

opportunities for insurance companies. 

According to AIFI, investments in private equity should be granted an appropriate risk weight 

calibration. 

 

 

Next steps 

As regards the 2018 Review, the Commission has published, by consultation (one month), the 

proposals for delegated acts on November 9, which will then be submitted to the Parliament and 

the Council for revision. Subject to the non-objection period, the process should be finalized in 

early 2019, before the new political elections of the Parliament. 

With regard to the 2020 revision, last April the Commission sent a call for information to EIOPA 

with a request to respond in December 2019, and the Commission should send a call for advice to 

EIOPA at the end of 2018/early 2019 in order to complete the revision by 2021. 
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8. Commission Proposal for a directive to amend Motor Insurance 

Directive (MID) 

 
Theme 

 

The 24 May 2018 the European Commission adopted a proposal for a directive amending directive 

2009/103/EC relating to insurance against civil liability in respect of the use of motor vehicles, 

and the enforcement of the obligation to ensure against such liability.  

The proposal aims at strengthening European legislation, offering, on the one hand, greater 

protection to victims of motor vehicle accidents and, on the other, seeking to improve the rights 

of insureds. The enacting terms, in fact, modify the previous V Motor Directive, smoothing the 

fight against the circulation of uninsured vehicles, facilitating the task of the competent 

authorities and aligning the minimum levels of insurance coverage throughout the EU. Finally, it 

clarifies the scope of the directive in the light of the recent rulings of the EU Court of Justice. 

 
Significant aspects 
 

In particular, the Commission proposes the following modifications: 

 Insolvency of an insurer: if the insurer of the vehicle that caused an accident is insolvent, 

the victims will be compensated in their Member State of residence. In cross-border 

situations, final financial responsibility will be borne by the compensation body of the 

Member State in which the insurer has its registered office; 

 Risk certificate: insurers will be required to process risk certificates issued in other Member 

States in the same way as those issued at national level. This should ensure that those who 

take out insurance abroad are treated like national consumers are. 

 Driving uninsured vehicles: competences of the Member States will be strengthened to 

counter the phenomenon of driving uninsured vehicles, a practice that increases premiums 

for virtuous drivers. 

 Minimum levels of coverage: EU citizens will be entitled to the same minimum protection 

conditions in each Member State they go to. The proposal fixes minimum and harmonized 

levels of coverage throughout the EU as regards personal injury (EUR 6,070,000 per claim 

or EUR 1,220,000 per victim) and material damage (EUR 1,220,000 per claim, whatever the 

number of victims), levelling out the difference between Member States as to the minimum 

level of protection. 
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 Scope of the application: to improve legal certainty, the proposal incorporates the recent 

jurisprudence of the EU Court of Justice into the Directive. In particular, it is clarified 

that the scope of the Directive includes accidents caused during the normal use of a 

vehicle as a means of transport, even on private property. 

 
Our position 

 

 Insolvency of an insurer. Beyond some technical amendments, the proposal should be 

strongly supported given the relevance of the issue and in consideration of the fact that 

current forecasts penalize the Italian insurance market. In fact, in the last five years, the 

Italian Guarantee Fund has disbursed 50 million euros with little chance of recovery.  

 Scope of the application.  The scope of application should be limited to the use of 

identified vehicles and “in traffic”, otherwise it can create critical situations in Italy with 

respect to, for example, vehicles that are now unregistered (electric bikes). 

 Risk certificate. On this point, critical issues emerge. The current text interferes, in fact, 

in the tariff and contract freedom of companies and for this reason should be modified, 

also highlighting that its standardized application in all national insurance markets is 

impracticable given their heterogeneity. It should therefore apply only to cases of cross-

border MTPL insurance for equal treatment. 

 

Next steps 

 

The proposal for a regulation is under discussion in the European Parliament and the Council 

according to the co-decision procedure. Once adopted, the regulation will enter into force 20 days 

after publication in the Official Journal of the European Union and will become directly applicable 

after one year of its entry into force. 
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9. Omnibus proposal on Cross border distribution of funds  

Theme 

Last February the European Commission published an Omnibus proposal, amending AIFM and UCITS 

Directive and EuVECA Regulation, with the aim of favoring the cross border distribution of 

investment funds.  

Relevant aspects 

In particular, the main elements to take into account for our asset class are: 

 conditions for pre-marketing; 

 conditions related to (de-)notification; 

 increased transparency of fees charged by host Member States.  

The original version of the Commission’s proposal resulted not sufficiently tailored for private 

capital players and risked to have the contrary effect to that which was intended. However, the 

work carried out by the Council before the summer break brought to a positive compromise, 

introducing more flexibility both in terms of pre-marketing activities (possibility of spreading draft 

materials to potential investors) and de-notification.  

 

Our position 

AIFI believes it is necessary to have clearly in mind how private equity and venture capital operate 

in order to better focus the legislative amendments the European institutions want to put forward. 

More in details, in relation to the fundraising process, it important to underline that a private 

equity fund (unlike UCITS funds and other more retail-focused products) is not a ‘pre-baked’ 

product. The raising of a closed-ended private equity fund is a negotiated, highly iterative process 

that allows the interests of the professional investor community to be taken into account in the 

fund’s development. “Pre-marketing” – the (mainly promotional) activities that are permitted 

before a marketing notification must be made to the regulator – is an essential part of this process 

enabling fund managers to test the market’s potential appetite for a product that is still under 

development and to which – by definition – no investor could yet subscribe.  

The risk related to the lack of differentiation between private equity and other asset classes may 

lead to a situation that makes more difficult for fund managers to operate by creating more legal 

uncertainty and making the cross-border marketing of private equity and venture capital funds to 

EU investors very difficult, if not practically impossible. 
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Moreover, in relation to the ‘increased transparency of fees charged by host Member States’, the 

European Commission could have gone further by explicitly prohibiting the host fees and charges 

that host Member States may impose on qualifying fund managers where no supervisory task has 

to be performed, following the position adopted for the review of the EuVECA Regulation. 

Increased transparency of host fees is unlikely to have a substantial positive impact on Member 

States’ behaviour in this field and even risks leading to a perverse outcome, where Member States 

that are not currently imposing a host fee may be encouraged to start doing so.  

In a true Capital Markets Union, a fund manager that is fully compliant with the relevant EU law 

and has a valid passport should be free to market across the EU without any further administrative 

requirements being imposed by the host jurisdiction. 

 

Next steps 
 
The dossier will be now discussed at the European Parliament (ECON Committee), in order to get 

to a final vote by the end of the year. It would be desirable that the final text will be as much as 

possible adherent to the compromise reached by the Council.  
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10. Fiduciary companies from a European perspective 

Theme 

Italy is the only Member State that has established several years ago fiduciary companies, i.e. 

companies acting as an enterprise that manages third-party assets acting as an authorized entity 

subject to the supervision of the Ministry of Economic Development. Other Member States, that 

have the same Roman civil law tradition such as Luxembourg or France, have in their own domestic 

regulation the discipline of the fiduciary contract. The activities of the fiduciary companies are 

regulated by Law No. 1966 of 23 November 1939, Article 1, paragraph 1, as well as by the Italian 

Ministerial Decree of 16 January 1995. In compliance with anti-money laundering and counter-

terrorism financing provisions, fiduciary companies are considered as financial intermediaries 

pursuant to the provisions of Legislative Decree 231/2007. 

Legislative Decree 141/2010 made provision for fiduciary companies controlled by banks, financial 

intermediaries or fiduciary companies with its paid-in capital not being lower than twice the 

amount set out in Article 2327 of the Civil code, to be registered in a separate section of the 

Register provided for in Article 106 of the Consolidated Banking Act (TUB) and to be subject to 

the Bank of Italy’s anti-money laundering supervision. 

These developments in the regulatory framework have, consequently, brought fiduciary companies 

once more within the scope of supervised financial intermediaries, without leading to the 

distortion of their vocation as an entity authorized to manage third-party assets using a fiduciary 

contract, while increasingly reaffirming and standardizing their position. Fiduciary companies are, 

therefore, the sole financial intermediaries under Italian legislation able to administrate assets on 

a third-party account as fiduciary operations while also handling intergenerational transitions, and 

are able to use the fiduciary contract in order to meet the needs of assets protection using legal 

solutions different from the traditional rights over collaterals. Finally, they have the power to set 

up entrusting fiduciary contracts with the purpose of managing special funds consisting of assets 

subject to restrictions under social protection measures (as recently set out in the so-called “After 

us” legislation for the assistance to people with a severe disability without proper family support) 

or other activities deemed deserving of protection. 
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Relevant aspects 

The European recognition of such authorized entity would strongly contribute to confirm the 

process of assimilation of the fiduciary companies to the financial intermediaries’ category for a 

variety of activities and services that are also ancillary to their management activities of third-

party assets.  

If such an entity were to be recognized, the following may occur at European level: 

 The socio-economic function of an entity institutionally appointed to manage a third-party 

fiduciary contract provided for by the legislation would be recognized, thus duly serving as 

guarantee for third-party rights; 

 the principle of separation of the clients’ assets from the fiduciary company’s assets would, 

consequently, be adopted at legislative level; it would allow the development of a common 

framework for fiduciary contracts; 

 it would be of value that the entities managing third-party assets are required to comply 

with all obligations under the anti-money laundering legislation; those entities are also 

able to perform tasks serving fiscal interests as both a tax withholder and as a tax agent. 

Our position 

It would be beneficial if the EU law recognized fiduciary companies as financial intermediaries, 

characterized by the particular role of entities in charge of fiduciary management of third-party 

assets, and in particular, the classification of fiduciary companies as financial institutions under 

the meaning of the Bank Directive. 

This would replicate on a European scale, limiting itself not only to anti-money laundering 

measures, what was already the case in Italy with the reform of Legislative Decree No. 141/2010, 

providing for the registration of fiduciary companies in a separate section of the Register of 

financial intermediaries as per Article 106 of TUB, that integrated fiduciary companies with 

financial intermediaries. 

 


